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Abstract: In recent years, artificial intelligence technology has been widely used in the field 

of justice. Compared with human judges, judicial artificial intelligence is more efficient, experience 

and objective. But artificial intelligence has its limits. Artificial intelligence is still essentially ma-

chine intelligence based on big data, algorithms and computing power, not organic intelligence. 

Subject to the difference between judicial artificial intelligence and human judges in knowledge 

structure, application scenario and potential ability, judicial artificial intelligence can not complete-

ly replace human judges. Therefore, it is important to make it clear that judicial artificial intelli-

gence is only a helper of human judges, not a stand-in. Firstly, it should give full play to the role of 

judicial artificial intelligence in dealing with simple cases and transactional work. Secondly, the 

roles and functions of judges should be actively transformed to make them more professional, ra-

tional and warm. 
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Introduction  

In 1956, the Dartmouth Conference formally introduced the concept of “artificial intelli-

gence.” In recent years, with the rise and development of big data and artificial intelligence tech-

nology, human society seems to have entered a new “intelligent era” overnight, and the Chinese ju-

dicial community seems to have closely followed the trend of artificial intelligence. Today, China’s 

smart courts, smart inspection and other key projects have been fully rolled out, such as the “smart 

court navigation system” and “intelligent push system” launched by the Supreme People’s Court in 

2018, Beijing’s “rui judge” intelligent research system, Shanghai’s “206” criminal case intelligent 

auxiliary case system (206 system), Hebei’s “smart trial 1.0” trial support system and other local 

courts launched artificial intelligence products, not only comprehensively improves judicial effi-

ciency, but also provides convenient and efficient technical support for judges to hear cases. In the 

implementation of these programs, judicial artificial intelligence undoubtedly plays a key role and 

assumes an important mission, but at the same time, it also faces many problems and challenges. 

Human judges, once considered one of the least likely to be replaced by machines, face the 

challenge of giving up some decision-making power and artificial intelligence as judicial artificial 

intelligence continues to improve and is applied in depth. Some scholars have pointed out that if 

artificial intelligence can make persuasive arguments and surpass human judges in writing judg-

ments, then artificial intelligence that is more reliable and cost-effective than humans should be re-

garded as a judge [34]. At present, the application of some artificial intelligence in judicial practice 

has shown better accuracy than the prediction accuracy of human judges. For example, an algorithm 

developed by the Illinois Institute of Technology and the University of South Texas based on the 
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data of the Supreme Court from 1791 to 2015 predicted the decisions and votes of Supreme Court 

justices from 1815 to 2015 with 70.2% accuracy and 71.9% accuracy, which has surpassed the 66% 

predictive accuracy of jurists [17; 31]. However, judicial artificial intelligence also has its inherent 

limits. It is not easy for algorithmic decision-making to achieve absolute objectivity and precision, 

and in the face of complex and difficult cases, artificial intelligence may be able to promote formal 

justice, but it is difficult to achieve substantive justice. Therefore, it is necessary not only to take a 

rational view of the challenges brought by judicial artificial intelligence, but also to accept the fact 

that the era of artificial intelligence is coming, and actively promote the transformation and upgrad-

ing of the role and function of judges, to respond to the new demand for the role positioning of 

judges in the era of artificial intelligence. 

Advantages of judicial Artificial Intelligence  

Ethan Cash points out that in the future, very few activities will take place purely offline, per-

haps none [16]. Justice is no exception. It should be affirmed that judicial artificial intelligence has 

achieved some results. The direct purpose of artificial intelligence technology in judicial decision-

seapply is to solve the problem of fewer cases facing the courts. “litigation explosion” and a surge 

in the number of cases are common problems faced by courts around the world. As a result, courts 

have had to change the traditional way of case management and trial, and introduce artificial intelli-

gence technology, to assist the judge to hear the case and solve the dispute quickly and accurately. 

According to the current application and development prospect of artificial intelligence in the judi-

cial field, artificial intelligence has obvious advantages over human judges.  

More efficient  

With the establishment of the concept of rule of law in the world, “litigation explosion” has 

caused the judicial dilemma of “more cases and fewer people.” In China, for example, local peo-

ple’s courts and specialized people’s courts at all levels received more than 5.35 million cases in 

2000, but by 2018 that number had soared to 28 million, an increase of 423%, putting courts at all 

levels under enormous pressure1. The pressure of too many cases not only puts the quality of cases 

to the test, but also accelerates the loss of judges to a certain extent. And the application of artificial 

intelligence in the judicial field will significantly improve the work efficiency of the case-handling 

personnel. The logic behind this is to save judicial resources and urge the case-handling personnel 

to devote more energy to difficult and complex cases, maximizing the efficiency of judicial re-

sources [40]. Therefore, the application of artificial intelligence technology in the judicial field is 

directly aimed at improving judicial efficiency. With the help of powerful algorithms, calculations 

and the characteristics of standardization, process and repetition, judicial artificial intelligence can 

complete the work such as evidence examination, case file production, the generation of elemental 

adjudication instruments in a short period, to promote the improvement of judicial efficiency in a 

way that changes the means of production, and effectively alleviate the judicial dilemma of many 

people in the case. 

Firstly, in the field of legal question and answer, information processing data. Artificial intel-

ligence legal systems can effectively save labor and time-consuming costs in online filing, online 

court hearings, evidence review, automatic generation of trial information and other aspects. By 

2019, 97.8% of Chinese courts supported online filing, with 100% of the higher courts. About 

66.9% of Chinese courts supported online evidence exchange and 58.2% supported online court 
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hearings. The proportion of Chinese high courts disclosing information on the final cases reached 

100%, and that of intermediate courts 98.8% and grassroots courts 96.6%, respectively. The parties 

contacted the judges through the China Executive Information Disclosure Network a total of 73,203 

times, and the timely response rate of the judges was 85.2%2. These have greatly improved the wis-

dom and convenience of judicial services, through technology to achieve the goal of “all-round, all-

weather, zero-distance, barrier-free service for the masses of litigation.” For example, OCR recogni-

tion of files, speech recognition of court hearings, evidence recognition and other perceptual intelli-

gence technologies are greatly improved compared with traditional scanning and recording technol-

ogies. In the case of speech recognition in court, Iflytek Co. Ltd’s speech assistants have specifical-

ly optimized for Chinese accents, and the recognition rate has reached more than 90%. Compared 

with the manual input of text materials by the court clerk in the trial, the trial speech recognition 

technology will shorten the trial time by 20% to 30% on average, the complex trial time by more 

than 50%, and the integrity of the trial transcript reaches 100%3.  

Secondly, in the field of paperwork and automation of case push. Artificial intelligence can 

deconstruct the relevant materials of the case through text recognition, image recognition, semantic 

analysis, element association and other technologies, and recombine them according to the given 

knowledge graphs, to automatically generate concise writ, element, table and other judgment docu-

ments. For example, the “intelligent trial Support” system developed by Hebei High People’s Court 

includes such document-making function, and has handled 110,000 cases and generated 780,000 

documents in less than a year4. To accumulate and build their case information base, through the 

classification, matching marks to class retrieval, in the case when the judge automatically screens 

the case with a high degree of similarity in the past, to achieve push reminder of class cases, it pro-

vides the reference for the judge to judge the similar case. In this way, the problems of “different 

judgments in similar cases” and “inconsistent application of law” can be avoided as far as possible, 

which is conducive to the unification of local judicial standards and the prevention of unfair judg-

ments [38]. At present, the automatic generation of judgment documents can greatly reduce the 

workload of judges in the adjudication of typed cases with clear facts, clear laws and little disputes, 

such as traffic damage compensation, bank contract lending and government information disclosure 

[39]. 

Finally, in the field of case analysis and auxiliary judgment intelligence. The application of 

artificial intelligence technology is combined with the construction of “Smart Courts” and internet 

courts, has gradually formed a new trial mode in which Chinese courts extensively use electronic 

case files, websites for disclosing case information, modern case handling and management plat-

forms, and similar case pushing and evidence review systems. In the initial stage of case analysis, 

by setting up the principle of triage and adjusting the simple and complicated distinguishing ele-

ments, the intelligent case division system can finely handle all kinds of cases, and during the op-

eration of the platform, according to the characteristics of different cases such as criminal, civil and 

administrative cases respectively, various weight coefficients are integrated to scientifically calcu-

late the power needed to handle each case, to help the court realize the complicated and simple di-

version of cases, rational allocation of judicial resources to ease the pressure of “more cases and 

fewer people.” In terms of in-depth case analysis and auxiliary judgment, such as the “wise Judge” 

system of Beijing Court can automatically sort out the facts to be tried before the trial, generate the 

trial outline, and push it to the trial system. The biggest highlight of the Shanghai “206 system” is 

the evidence standard and evidence rule guidance function, which realizes the intelligent examina-
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tion of evidence data and provides standardized guidance for case handling personnel. In addition, 

the “AI judge” launched by Ali Co. Ltd has established a complete set of trial knowledge atlas for 

transaction dispute cases, which can quickly analyze the case and make recommendations to judges 

within a short period [4]. 

More experience  

Unlike the way humans gain experience through long-term training and trial practice, through 

the advantages of data storage, reading, algorithm and computing power, artificial intelligence can 

carry out in-depth analysis and study on the whole sample of massive data, and not only can it mas-

ter the common experience accumulated by the judge community, and also can get more open legal 

vision and more abundant judicial practice knowledge, to easily surpasses the “critical point” of the 

human judge’s wisdom [21]. For example, in fact-finding, when the relationship between the evi-

dence and the facts to be proved is uncertain, judicial artificial intelligence can quantify the proba-

bility between the elements of evidence and the conclusions of the facts based on the learning of a 

great deal of precedent experience, to avoid the uncertain conditions, judges are limited by personal 

knowledge and experience and ignore some important case information, make unreasonable or even 

the risk of the wrong decision. In practice, Bayes formula can well describe how to adjust the prob-

ability degree of facts according to initial evidence after new evidence is introduced [11]. In addi-

tion, for cases that are difficult, complex, or novel and for which the individual experience of judges 

is not sufficient to effectively respond, judicial artificial intelligence can also make a more reliable 

and stable judgment by exploring the collective life experience and overall rationality of judges, and 

avoid the uncertainty risk brought by judges individual discretion. In ordinary cases that rely on ju-

dicial discretion, the machine can predict the outcome of a case more effectively than in cases that 

have undergone extensive changes without the declaration of legal principles [15].  

In addition, the advantage of the experience of judicial artificial intelligence is also reflected 

in the realization of the goal of similar cases are decided similarly. It is one of the value goals of 

judicial practice to pursue the substantive justice of individual cases, and the prerequisite to ensure 

the realization of substantive justice is judicial judgment. The equality and unity of the application 

of law in the process make the same or similar cases can get the same or similar results, that is to 

say, a normal judicial decision of “similar cases are decided similarly” should be reached [8]. Ac-

cording to Dworkin, what similar cases are decided similarly require is nothing more than that the 

court acts in the same and consistent way for all people, and extends to everyone the substantive 

standards of fairness or justice that apply to certain persons [7]. In practice, the phenomenon of sim-

ilar cases are not decided similarly will lead to the public questioning the legitimacy and legality of 

the judge’s discretion, which will eventually damage the construction of judicial credibility [44]. 

Moreover, with the deepening of judicial reform and the further improvement of judicial openness, 

the damage caused by similar cases are not decided similarly to judicial authority and social recog-

nition will be further increased [28]. Compared with human judges, judicial artificial intelligence 

has more experience in judicial information storage, inquiry and analysis ability than individual 

judges. Rich experience in dealing with the same case of different issues is also of great signifi-

cance. For example, China launched the China judicial documents website in 2013 and has become 

the world’s largest public website for official judicial judgments. Up to now, there are more than 

100 million judicial documents on the judicial documents website, making it impossible for indi-

vidual judges to fully browse these documents, let alone fully grasp the elements of these docu-
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ments. Based on the deep learning of a large number of precedents, judicial artificial intelligence 

can carry out deep learning, knowledge measurement, and graphs graphing of these documents with 

the advantages of algorithms and computing power, and explore the underlying dynamic correlation 

laws. When the new case information is input, artificial intelligence can extract criteria based on the 

same case elements, uniform algorithm modeling and standardized pipelining operations, providing 

the same or similar algorithmic output for the same or similar cases to ensure the consistency of the 

referee [18]. With the improvement of judicial automation, judicial artificial intelligence is expected 

to acquire the whole process of data from filing to execution, which also means that through the 

learning of massive full sample data, judicial artificial intelligence will have knowledge and experi-

ence far beyond the ability of individual judges in a quantifiable dimension. 

More objective  

The objective and neutral position is not only an important factor to ensure the fairness of the 

judicial process, but also a prerequisite for judicial judgment to gain public recognition. However, 

the practice shows that due to the personal preference, bias, burnout, corruption and other problems 

of judges, it is also a difficult luxury to expect human judges to keep a neutral, objective, or fair atti-

tude. Human judges are notoriously inconsistent, both as a group and as individuals [5]. Compared 

with human judges, judicial artificial intelligence is more neutral and objective. Firstly, the applica-

tion of the algorithm not only improves the judicial dispute handling ability, reduces the cost of dis-

pute resolution, but also improves the degree of automation of dispute resolution to a great extent, 

laying a realistic foundation for closer to justice. Judicial rationality is the legitimate basis of judi-

cial authority, and it is also the requirement of artificial intelligence judicial decision with fact bind-

ing force in practice. In terms of procedural justice, substantive justice, and judicial efficiency, arti-

ficial intelligence can help balance fairness and efficiency [41]. Secondly, the basic operating 

mechanism of judicial artificial intelligence is to take the big data of judicature as the sample, 

through the semantic analysis and data analysis to build the model, to screen the relevant factors in 

the data sample one by one that may influence the judgment conclusion, these data are then labeled 

and integrated into a structured knowledge chain to achieve accurate automated adjudication. A fo-

cus on the scalability of each element of the justice, rely on an independent algorithm, can be re-

peated application of the legal system can effectively get rid of human arbitrariness of discretion of 

judges, to promote the unification of the law applicable, eliminate the judge value of subjective bias 

and the influence of outside factors on the predictability and ultimately ensure objectivity and im-

partiality of the judicial referee.  

Although judicial artificial intelligence cannot completely replace judges in making decisions, 

it has been widely used in the fields of judges’ discretion, such as sentencing, calculation of com-

pensation amount and review of the evidence, practice shows that it is effective in avoiding arbitrar-

iness of judges’ discretion. For example, from ADR to ODR, it increases the transparency of the 

judicial process and makes people see the dawn of “digital justice.” In recent years, China’s judicial 

organs have also taken advantage of these new technologies to carry out a lot of reform and explo-

ration, committed to building a “network,” “sunshine” and “intelligent” judicial pattern of the new 

era, realizing the optimization and reorganization of physical space-time resources and elements. 

For example, some states in the United States have used COMPAS to assess the risk of reoffending 

and determine the length of the sentence. When the defendant Loomis appealed that COMPAS had 

punished him excessively and violated procedural legitimacy, the Wisconsin Supreme Court reject-
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ed his lawsuit. It is also pointed out that the function of the COMPAS system to assess risks and 

determine the sentence is realized through independent subterms and complex algorithms, which 

ultimately reach a rating level of 1 to 10, this algorithmic system is neutral and objective, and there-

fore complies with procedural justice [29; 20]. With the development and maturity of artificial intel-

ligence, the judicial operation has moved from offline to online, from the closed and limited “thea-

ter” mode to the open and inclusive platform mode, with the whole process visible. Artificial intel-

ligence not only improves judicial efficiency and fairness, but also facilitates public supervision and 

dissemination of justice. The digitalized presentation of judicial operation makes it increasingly 

codeable, quantifiable, analyzable and predictable and auditable, to realize the visibility of data of 

all elements and enter the era of “visual justice” [21].  

Limits of judicial Artificial Intelligence  

Judging from the current judicial application practice, it seems inevitable that judges will be 

replaced by artificial intelligence. As James Barratt said, artificial intelligence is a double-edged 

sword technology, just like nuclear fission, which can either light cities or burn them down [1]. As 

far as the current situation is concerned, the practical application of judicial artificial intelligence is 

quite limited in depth and breadth. In terms of depth, at present, judicial artificial intelligence is still 

limited to acting as an assistant to the decision-making of the legal person in practice, which is only 

suitable to be an assistant to the judge and can not completely replace the judge. From the point of 

view of improving work efficiency, it may be more suitable for dealing with technical and auxiliary 

work. In terms of breadth, judicial artificial intelligence has been relatively successful in the appli-

cation of mature general technologies (such as face recognition and speech conversion) and in the 

fields where technical requirements are not particularly high, where appropriate investment has 

been made and difficulties have been successfully overcome (such as the electronic data). However, 

there are still some problems in the application of judicial artificial intelligence, such as lack of ap-

plication, lack of concreteness, and lack of actual effect [43]. In short, although the reform of judi-

cial artificial intelligence is the general trend, this does not mean that the current research and appli-

cation are completely scientific and effective. At present, judicial artificial intelligence still has the 

defects of knowledge structure, application scenario, and potential ability, which determines that it 

can only be a judge’s assistant, not a substitute. Analyzing and understanding the limitation of the 

application of artificial intelligence technology in judicial judgment is the necessary premise to real-

ize its standard application.  

Efficient is not the same as quality  

Although judicial artificial intelligence has significant advantages in improving the efficiency 

of adjudication and alleviating the pressure of “litigation explosion,” the quality of the judgments 

produced by it cannot be effectively guaranteed. In addition, the social public’s harsh tolerance for 

the error rate of machine judgment further increases the difficulty for the machine to replace judges.  

Firstly, the judicial artificial intelligence decision-making system is a system that makes anal-

yses and predictions by learning the past judge’s experience. Therefore, the quantity and quality of 

judicial data are directly related to the rationality of the decision-making result of the artificial intel-

ligence legal system. However, from practical experience, both the comprehensive and high-quality 

judicial data are facing many problems. At present, the subject algorithm of judicial artificial intel-

ligence is usually constructed by knowledge graphs and deep learning. The reliability of a 

knowledge graph that accurately depicts cases in a visualized way depends on the granulation de-
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gree of data and model. The finer the model and data are, the better the effect of the knowledge 

graph will be [43]. The difficulty in improving the granulation of data and models lies in the transla-

tion between machine language and natural language. There are natural differences between ma-

chine language and natural language. The polysemy, contextualization, and vagueness of natural 

language make it difficult for machine language, which is based on grasping core morphemes and 

semantics through word vector transformation and word segmentation technology, to comprehen-

sively and accurately recognize and understand complex semantics in cases.  

Secondly, logically speaking, the intelligence of artificial intelligence is limited by the design 

and input of human programs. The inadequacy of the designer’s ability inevitably leads to the ina-

bility of artificial intelligence to achieve 100% intelligence. Humans can find some way to make up 

for deficiencies or find problems and try to solve problems, but artificial intelligence does not have 

such innovative ability. Even though current artificial intelligence can carry out deep learning, the 

learning mode and path still depend on the program written in advance by the designer [35]. Justice 

is a very complex mechanism to determine division and settle disputes, involving people, property, 

time and place, subjective and objective state, behavior mode, involved tools et al, just only a single 

case will produce a large number of judicial data. If someone wants a certain type or a class of cases 

from the case modeling algorithm, he or she needs to collect a huge amount of data. Data annotation 

is an important basis for the construction of a judicial knowledge graph. For example, the develop-

ment of the “206 System” in Shanghai adopts two forms of manual annotation and automatic anno-

tation. In addition to manual data cleaning and annotation, automatic annotation of the machine also 

needs to be confirmed by the programmer. Similarly, although the accuracy of image recognition, 

handwriting recognition, illustration signature, smear block detection, and insertion detection can 

reach 92% to 98%, it still needs manual review and correction, which is undoubtedly a subjective 

selection process.  

Finally, the tolerance of society to the error rate of judicial artificial intelligence can not be 

ignored. Strong robustness and high fault tolerance enhance the predictability of artificial intelli-

gence in judicial judgment scenarios with certain abstractness and uncertainty [42]. In many judicial 

practices, artificial intelligence has already demonstrated accuracy beyond that of human judges. 

But the public’s demand for the accuracy of judicial artificial intelligence is higher than that of hu-

man judges. This is due to both instinctive human concerns about the reliability of emerging things 

and concerns about the shortcomings of artificial intelligence itself. The existence of algorithmic 

black boxes makes the cost of detecting and correcting artificial intelligence errors extremely high, 

and the application of efficient and automated artificial intelligence has a real risk of causing large-

scale misjudgments. Some scholars pointed out that in the last line of defense for social justice in 

the judicial, even if only 1% of the artificial intelligence error is unacceptable, because the artificial 

intelligence may have to deal with millions of pieces of criminal cases every year, even a 1% mar-

gin of error can result in tens of thousands of wrongful convictions, which is unacceptable to the 

public [14]. Therefore, the inaccessibility of high efficiency and high quality also denies the possi-

bility of artificial intelligence replacing judge’s judgment to some extent. 

Experience is not the same as data  

The reason why judicial artificial intelligence can copy the experience of human judges is that 

it can grasp the correlation among the factors by learning the data-based judicial information, and 

apply those data lessons to decision-making. But the life of the law is not in logic, but inexperience 
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[13]. The judicial activity has its uniqueness, which is the judgment activity that coagulates the wis-

dom of the legal person. Therefore, if artificial intelligence wants to play a real role in judicial ac-

tivity, it needs to understand its particularity, and constantly simulate and practice the mind of a le-

gal person. There are still some differences between data-based experience and the experience 

needed in judicial judgment.  

Firstly, not all empirical knowledge can be expressed in the way of data. To make an appro-

priate decision, not only does the decision-maker need legal knowledge, but they also need to mas-

ter “the art of speaking in court,” “the skill of resolving disputes,” “the ability to discover hidden 

disputes,” “the patience of listening to the emotional and psychological needs of the parties,” et al, 

to reasonably deal with the legal disputes embedded in social life. All this knowledge comes from 

judges’ long-term social life and judicial judgment experience, while judicial artificial intelligence 

based on a single case or law database is often difficult to master such comprehensive, hands-on 

knowledge that requires element transfer and association. The knowledge that can only be acquired 

through long-term engagement and active perception of the real physical world is also difficult to 

reduce in a digital way to “a code that generates binary yes and no options without any additional 

conditions being met.” This determines that the application of judicial artificial intelligence can on-

ly be limited to scenarios where there is only a single knowledge structure, there are clear right and 

wrong answers, and there are discernible underlying patterns and structures [6; 32].  

Secondly, the data experience that judicial artificial intelligence relies on is a kind of one-

sided experience. Some scholars point out that artificial intelligence’s absorption of trial experience 

and designers’ standardization and standardized summary of experience is only a small part of the 

experience needed for trial, and artificial intelligence is only the initial stage of imitation of the in-

tellectual part [26]. One-sided experience will imperceptibly magnify and solidify the bias of judi-

cial artificial intelligence decision-making, and then affect the stability and acceptability of its deci-

sion-making. For example, in the judicial application of artificial intelligence in China, the intelli-

gence systems developed by the judiciary, either individually or jointly, reflect to varying degrees 

the positions of authority, the logic of action, and geographical characteristics of the departments. 

Although Shanghai’s “206 System” project is huge and complex, it can only use the “crowdfund-

ing” mode of courts nationwide to complete the graphing of the evidence knowledge graph. The 

arrangement of these applicable rules of law is a refinement of criminal law knowledge, and the edi-

tor’s logical arrangement, abstraction of the main content, and choice of viewpoints reflect individ-

ual value orientation, academic judgment and policy stand5. These knowledge graphs will naturally 

infiltrate some human factors more or less through programmer’s code writing and algorithm mod-

eling. Although the code is executed without bias, “bias” is encoded into the system [2].  

Objective is not the same as isolation 

Although judicial artificial intelligence itself is objective and neutral, it is doubtful whether 

judicial artificial intelligence is really as objective and neutral as it claims. 

Firstly, the neutrality of artificial intelligence remains constrained. Justice is like the top of a 

mast, swinging violently at the slightest movement of the hull [27]. In the application of artificial 

intelligence technology to judicial judgment, the instinct of pursuing efficiency should be empha-

sized, especially the concept of justice as the foundation, and the pursuit of justice should not be 

abandoned for the sake of efficiency, otherwise, the cart before the horse will be turned. Under the 

influence of the law of “bias In, bias Out,” judicial artificial intelligence algorithm will inevitably 
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produce value Bias, deviating from the objective and fair track [24]. For example, after a statistical 

analysis of the refereeing bias of COMPAS, the artificial intelligence system used by the United 

States justice system to predict a defendant’s recidivism and its level of risk, they found that blacks 

scored 45% higher than whites.6 The value bias of judicial artificial intelligence based on big data, 

the internet and autonomous iterative algorithm is often hidden and difficult to be perceived and 

found, and artificial intelligence lacks the ability of self-reflection and self-correction, therefore, the 

value bias acquired by judicial artificial intelligence will be further solidified with the repetition of 

the machine and a lot of practice, these factors determine that judicial is not as objective and neutral 

as imagined. Therefore, to emphasize the value of justice, in addition to the artificial intelligence 

technology to the case should be paid great attention to the influence of entity justice, more should 

focus on the relationship between the application of artificial intelligence technology and the proce-

dural justness, especially to the influence of the litigation rights, the parties to the path of the public 

power, safeguard citizens’ rights by limiting the implementation procedure fair and justified. 

Secondly, artificial intelligence systems fail to make necessary value judgments. But the so-

called value judgment here is in the general sense, that is, value judgment generally recognized by 

society. The artificial intelligence system itself is not completely devoid of value orientation, the 

system operates based on the algorithm, and the designer injects his value judgment into the system 

when setting the system algorithm. This is why the bias of machines or algorithms has begun to at-

tract widespread attention [37]. Current practice shows that it is not a feasible way to develop value 

judgment by judicial artificial intelligence, either for the consideration of human dignity or for the 

unquantifiable value. As a result, some scholars have pointed out that there may be a debate as to 

why the case was decided this way and not the other way, these arguments often involve common 

sense and experience, prior jurisprudence, and concept about fairness and justice, most of which are 

well beyond the reach of artificial intelligence [10]. In addition to a value judgment, the judiciary 

embedded in social governance also needs to assume the functions of leading the concept of social 

justice, resolving the risks of potential social conflicts, and implementing policies and guidelines, 

which are beyond the understanding and participation of judicial artificial intelligence divorced 

from the social context.  

Finally, the realization of judicial justice does not depend on the calculation of probability 

embodying relevance. Yutaka Matsuo, a Japanese scholar, pointed out that civil litigation, especial-

ly divorce or property inheritance disputes, may be better handled by people because it involves a 

lot of emotional factors and needs to coordinate the interests of the parties. He said, I suspect that 

many people would prefer to have a face-to-face conversation with a lawyer, which may be more 

acceptable to the client, rather than having a machine tell you, “there is a 15% chance that your 

claim will be accepted by the court” [23]. Therefore, the application of artificial intelligence tech-

nology in certain areas of the trial is not very appropriate. As Holmes puts it, a time for people to 

feel the need, the mainstream moral and political theory, intuition in public policy, whether declared 

or subconscious, even the prejudices common to judges and their fellow-men, when deciding on 

which management rules of the people of the role of all is much bigger than a syllogism reasoning 

[12]. The judicial judgment of justice needs to be realized by the substantive judgment which con-

siders all kinds of factors synthetically, but it is difficult to be realized by calculating probability, 

even if the algorithm can be deduced by formal logic, it is impossible to make such substantive 

judgment.  

Role positioning of human judges in the era of judicial Artificial Intelligence  
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With the deepening of the reform of the system of complicated and simple cases triage in 

China, some courts have been able to use artificial intelligence automation to carry out the work of 

complicated and simple cases triage, and the accuracy rate of its identification has reached more 

than 98%. However, this does not mean that the leading position of judges in judicial decisions has 

been shaken, because judicial artificial intelligence still can not do anything for difficult, complex 

and new cases, and can only hand them over to human judges, to get a fair and reasonable decision 

[19]. Therefore, human judges should try to adapt to the trend of the artificial intelligence era, ac-

tively change their roles and functions, and make full application of the “human-computer legal sys-

tem” to expand the judicial capacity and improve the quality of trials, to effectively respond to the 

artificial intelligence era of the judge role positioning of the new needs. 

More professional 

With the continuous optimization of artificial intelligence technology and the continuous ex-

pansion of its application in the judicial field, judges can be separated from a large number of sim-

ple cases and repetitive, mechanical affairs, and concentrate on a few difficult, complex, emerging 

cases. The reduction in the number of cases requiring judges means a reduction in the number of 

judges required. However, these few difficult, complex, new-type cases on the judge’s individual 

trial quality put forward higher requirements, which means more professional become the future 

development direction of the Judge Group. 

Firstly, in the era of big data, judges need a new perspective and approach to examine the is-

sues in the judicial field. As early as the 1920s, Benjamin N. Cardozo in his book “The Nature of 

Judicial Process” that the research process that judges must conduct when discovering laws is very 

similar to the research process required by the legislator’s duty, which is to meet the requirements 

of justice and social utility through appropriate rules. When formal sources of law are silent or in-

adequate, judges should shape their legal decisions by subordinating themselves to the objectives 

that the legislator will have to regulate the issue [3]. Judicial adjudication is a complex professional 

activity that requires both specialized legal expertise and the cognitive and emotional abilities of 

judges. Many key concepts in the judicial application, such as “justice,” “reasonable attention” and 

“expression of meaning,” are deeply rooted in the rich and colorful life of humans. Judicial reason-

ing requires a variety of cognitive techniques, such as evaluating facts, interpreting legal texts, en-

gaging in induction and analogy, and engaging in argumentation. These require the legal experience 

of the referee, as the case involves the vital interests and feelings of the parties, and the resolution of 

the case affects the expectations of the parties and shapes their understanding of the legal system 

[10]. To be competent in judicial work, judges should have not only legal expertise, but also non-

professional knowledge, which may be related to economic, political, philosophical, computer and 

other fields, for only judges with a deep insight into the state of affairs can deal with cases of novel-

ty, uncertainty or conflict of values. 

Secondly, the mastery of artificial intelligence-related knowledge and skills should also be-

come an important aspect of judges’ comprehensive quality cultivation. At present, most countries 

regard legal professional knowledge, legal professional experience and legal professional ethics as 

the most important evaluation indexes for judge selection. However, judging from the current prac-

tice of China’s judicial artificial intelligence construction, there is a widespread phenomenon that 

“those who know technology do not know the law, and those who know law do not know technolo-

gy,” and there are quite a few legal talents who master data algorithm issues and artificial intelli-
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gence technology. In practice, many legal workers have little or no knowledge of the technical 

problems of artificial intelligence, and the algorithmic techniques of data analysis and model build-

ing are entirely in the hands of the technical field personnel, the gulf between different fields of ex-

pertise is difficult to bridge. Legal workers are used to reviewing and solving problems with tradi-

tional legal concepts, even if they want to explore issues in the field of judicial artificial intelligence 

from a multidisciplinary perspective, the lack of knowledge limits their further research [8]. On the 

one hand, cultivating judges who master both legal expertise and artificial intelligence technology 

can guarantee the dominant position of judges in judicial decisions, avoid judges’ blind reliance on 

artificial intelligence decision-making, to enhance the efficiency of the judge’s decision-making as-

sisted by the artificial intelligence legal system. On the other hand, judges who master artificial in-

telligence technology can participate in the making and revision of artificial intelligence legal sys-

tem, supervise the fairness of algorithms, timely discover the problems of artificial intelligence al-

gorithms, and effectively avoid the technical risks of algorithm black box, algorithm hegemony and 

algorithm discrimination [22]. In addition, because of the shortage of legal talents who master arti-

ficial intelligence technology, the training of judges can be strengthened in the short term to im-

prove their cognition, understanding, and operation ability of the artificial intelligence legal system 

to alleviate this dilemma. In the long run, by reforming the existing training model for legal talents, 

creating an artificial intelligence undergraduate education and graduate education in legal 

knowledge, or establishing an artificial intelligence, legal interdisciplinary subject and extending 

the training period, to fundamentally change the plight of China’s lack of complex legal talents, im-

prove the level of elite judges feasible path.  

More rational  

Judicial adjudication is a rational undertaking, and the introduction of artificial intelligence 

technology may lead to excessive emphasis on “instrumental rationality” and neglect of “value ra-

tionality,” which will impact the original balance between “instrumental rationality” and “value ra-

tionality” [36]. However, there is no dichotomy between right and wrong or black and white in ju-

dicial judgment. It requires utilitarian consideration of the purpose, means, and consequences as 

well as concern for the value of judicial justice and integrity. Although judicial artificial intelligence 

cannot completely replace judges, it can help judges save a lot of energy by undertaking repetitive 

clerical work and adjudicating simple cases, to devote themselves to the core work of adjudication, 

such as fact determination and application of the law is complicated cases. In addition, judicial arti-

ficial intelligence can also provide judges with comprehensive reference data and simple decision 

predictions, to avoid judges being affected by value bias and knowledge structure bias, to make un-

reasonable or even wrong decisions. Therefore, it should give full play to the role of judicial artifi-

cial intelligence in improving the rational level of judges’ decision-making, to lay a good founda-

tion for the improvement of judicial credibility and the realization of judgment justice.  

Firstly, judges should make full application of the advantages of judicial artificial intelligence 

in knowledge storage and retrieval, and fully possess and explore the experience of adjudication in 

laws, regulations, and precedents related to adjudication cases, to reduce the uncertainty of judicial 

adjudication and improve the fairness and acceptability of judicial adjudication. With the advantage 

of artificial intelligence algorithms and computation power, the limitation and fuzziness of a judge’s 

original cognition will be greatly changed. When the judge inputs the relevant elements of the case 

into the system, the artificial intelligence can automatically push relevant legal provisions and simi-

lar cases through full data retrieval, which effectively expands the breadth and depth of the judge’s 
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understanding of the case and helps the judge become an “enlightened and well-informed person,” 

to avoid judges with one-sided access to data and information making decisions that lack predicta-

bility [14].  

Secondly, both pushing precedents and artificial intelligence judgment prediction provide 

judges with a pre-decision scheme, which makes judges need to change the original thinking mode 

of “decision-argumentation” and return to a more legitimate decision-making framework and para-

digm of “argumentation-decision.” Judicial artificial intelligence takes the lead in making judgment 

conclusions for judges to refer to and refute by pushing precedents and predicting judgment results 

[25; 33]. Take the Shanghai court as an example, the “206 system” alerts judges when there is an 

85% difference between the judge’s decision and the higher court’s decision is more than 85%. 

When the judge insists on the decision, the case is automatically forwarded to the President for dis-

cussion7. In this way, the judge’s original thinking mode of judgment based on the intuition of the 

vague impression of the case is radically changed, and the premise and basis of the judge’s original 

confirmation bias are eliminated. Judges need to make efforts to improve the degree of rationaliza-

tion of judicial judgment, and strive to demonstrate the conclusions of precedents or the other 

scheme provided by artificial intelligence, to minimize the possible adverse impact of judges’ intui-

tive bias on fair judgment.  

Finally, the application of artificial intelligence to assist judges should also guard against the 

risk that judges will be tamed by over-reliance on judicial artificial intelligence decisions. Although 

judicial artificial intelligence can not completely replace judges to make judicial decisions, in spe-

cific judicial practice, it may appear that judges voluntarily hand over the decision-making power of 

judicial decisions to avoid risks and reduce the pressure of judging cases, so it can be tamed by arti-

ficial intelligence and become the assistant of judicial artificial intelligence. To avoid this kind of 

risk, it can mobilize the enthusiasm of judges’ independent judgment by rationally distributing judi-

cial responsibility. Although there are many disputes about the attribution of the responsibility of 

artificial intelligence in the judicial field, after defining the primary and secondary position of judg-

es and artificial intelligence, the main responsibility of miscalculation or misjudging will be as-

signed to judges, assigning secondary responsibilities to an algorithm provider or a court would be a 

more feasible and reasonable allocation of responsibilities. When the main responsibility is assigned 

to the judge, the judge will naturally take the initiative to exert their rationality and carry out judi-

cial activities independently and diligently where the artificial intelligence ability cannot reach, to 

ensure the legitimacy of the judgment results. 

More warm  

Judicial artificial intelligence is certainly conducive to making more efficient and consistent 

judicial decisions, but they can not calculate emotions, can not interact with people’s minds, can not 

care for humanity, and can not flexibly and creatively safeguard justice values according to specific 

scenarios. There is a danger that more and more robotic enforcement and adjudication, and less and 

less human interaction and communication, will turn citizens into “tame bodies.” Therefore, in the 

process of realizing judicial justice through algorithmic decision-making, humans are required to 

provide necessary emotional and resonance elements for the system [2]. Compared with artificial 

intelligence, which lacks autonomy, ruthlessness, valuelessness, introspection, and the inability to 

detect that they will make mistakes, human judges are temperature-savvy, and as participants in so-

cial life, they have the same ability to empathize with the general public, and are committed to 
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achieving empathetic justice [30]. Against the backdrop of artificial intelligence’s full penetration 

into the judiciary, the concern is not that “machines are starting to think like humans, but that hu-

mans are beginning to lose their unique ability to think and become vassals of machines.” “Every-

one and every case is unique. Each requires human judgment, and the vital and very natural ability 

to empathy that artificial intelligence systems cannot provide”8. The irreducible human nature of the 

trial lies precisely in the unpredictability of humanity’s examination of the legal elements of facts 

and contradictions, which depends more or less on different circumstances. At present, most coun-

tries have positioned algorithmic decision-making as an auxiliary system, and case officers must be 

in a dominant position to prevent the brain drain caused by algorithmic decision-making. It can be 

seen that judicial artificial intelligence can only bring “visual justice” and “digital justice” with 

conditions. Even though judicial artificial intelligence has been widely applied, “the” feelings “and” 

ingenuity “of lawyers cannot be copied and replaced in the pursuit of judicial justice9. 

De-emotionalization and de-value judgment are the basic characteristics of artificial intelli-

gence technology used in judicial adjudication. However, judicial judgment is different from the 

logic of technology. Judicial judgment is beyond formal rationality, the judgment of right and 

wrong, good and bad, good and evil in the judicial judgment itself contains the content of value 

judgment. In addition, each case that the court faces has different circumstances and demands, and 

it is necessary to clarify the legal principle and settle the dispute through the specific hearing case, 

this series work is impossible to use a set of pre-set artificial intelligence algorithms to calculate the 

conclusion of the case. From the historical experience, it is great progress in the history of human 

judicature to admit the characteristic of transcending formal rationality and emphasize the system of 

free psychological evidence based on the judge’s free discretion. In the face of possible conflicts 

between abstract rules and complicated cases, as well as possible conflicts between legal principles 

and human feelings in specific cases, respecting the independent jurisdiction of judges is an inevita-

ble requirement for realizing substantive justice and also in line with the basic principles of justice 

[40]. Comparatively speaking, for the treatment of difficult and new cases, the judge’s conscience 

undoubtedly determines the legitimacy and acceptability of the final verdict, and the ability to ex-

plore the conscience and justice concept behind the law is difficult to simulate and replace by judi-

cial artificial intelligence. Drawing experience and wisdom from social life and fully considering 

individual cases in the social life background are the basic conditions for human judges to gain the 

public’s trust and approval, what is truly moving is the freshness of the facts and the warmth of the 

human heart, and it is the positive response to the just demands of human warmth that has allowed 

the judicial function to flourish and endure [3]. Therefore, in the era of artificial intelligence, judges 

should give full play to the unique value of human judges, and strive to confirm and maintain the 

ethical order and good feelings that the society hopes for, to fully care for the dignity and value of 

humans. 

Conclusion 

Artificial intelligence can play a variety of application values in assisting judicial case han-

dling or autonomous decision-making process, such as eliminating information asymmetry between 

departments in case handling, maximizing case handling efficiency, reducing wrong cases, and 

promoting justice, et al. Although artificial intelligence plays an important role in the trial business, 

in the trial process, artificial intelligence is in a subordinate position, only assisting the judge to 

handle the case, the judge is the key and core of the trial work. The extent to which judicial deci-
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sions can be determined through statistical modeling, analysis and calculation, and controlled by 

rules and standards, will be the extent to which artificial intelligence can be applied. However, the 

judicial judgment is not one-dimensional reasoning, it is in essence a complicated activity open to 

the universal practice, that is, to the moral, ethical, and practical reasons. At least for now, in the 

face of such complex judicial activities, the computer is still unable to completely replace the hu-

man referee. The challenge that the artificial intelligence era brings to the judicial profession does 

not mean that the transformative influence that artificial intelligence brings to the judge profession 

can be ignored. While using artificial intelligence to help improve the fairness of judicial judgment, 

judges should also try to adapt to the changing needs of the role of judges in the era of artificial in-

telligence and become more professional, rational, and warm judges. 

 

Notes 

1. Please see www.gov.cn. 

2. Please see https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1668446713046958451&wfr=spider&for=pc 

3. Please see 12309.gov.cn. 

4. Please see https://www.faanw.com/zhihuifayuan/486.html 

5. Please see http://oppo.yidianzixun.com/article/0LwDyU3F?s=oppobrowser&appid= oppobrowser 

6. Please see https://github.com/propublica/compas-analysis/blob/master/Compaspercent 

20Analysis.Ipynb 

7. Please see https://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_1746283 

8. Please see https://www.sohu.com/a/283435221_100069278 

9. Please see http://oppo.yidianzixun.com/article/0LwDyU3F?s=oppobrowser&appid= oppobrowser   
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Аннотация: В последние годы технологии искусственного интеллекта широко исполь-

зуются в сфере правосудия. По сравнению с судьями-людьми судебный искусственный ин-

теллект более эффективен, опытен и объективен. Но у искусственного интеллекта есть свои 

пределы. Искусственный интеллект по-прежнему остается машинным интеллектом, осно-
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 ванным на больших данных, алгоритмах и вычислительной мощности, а не на органическом 

интеллекте. С учетом различий между судебным искусственным интеллектом и судьями-

людьми в структуре знаний, сценариях применения и потенциальных возможностях судеб-

ный искусственный интеллект не может полностью заменить судей-людей. Поэтому важно 

прояснить, что судебный искусственный интеллект является лишь помощником судей-

людей, а не заменой. Во-первых, он должен в полной мере раскрыть роль судебного искус-

ственного интеллекта в рассмотрении простых дел и транзакционной работе. Во-вторых, ро-

ли и функции судей должны активно трансформироваться, чтобы сделать их более профес-

сиональными, рациональными и доброжелательными. 

Ключевые слова: искусственный интеллект; судья; правосудие; алгоритм; машина; 

помощник 
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